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Abstract—Fine-grained flow management is useful in many practical applications, e.g., resource allocation, anomaly detection and

traffic engineering. However, it is difficult to provide fine-grained management for a large number of flows in SDNs due to switches’

limited flow table capacity. While using wildcard rules can reduce the number of flow entries needed, it cannot fully ensure fine-grained

management for all the flows without degrading application performance. In this article, we design and implement hybrid rule placement

for fine-grained flow management (to be referred to as HiFi here after). HiFi achieves fine-grained management with a minimal number

of flow entries through taking a two-step approach: wildcard entry installment and application-specific exact-match entry installment.

How to optimally install wildcard and exact-match flow entries, however, is intractable. Therefore, we design approximation algorithms

with bounded factors to solve these problems. We consider how to achieve network-wide load balancing via fine-grained flow

management as a case study. Both experiment on a testbed built with open virtual switches and extensive simulation show that HiFi

can reduce the number of required flow entries by about 45-69 percent and reduce the control overhead by about 28-50 percent

compared with the state-of-the-art approaches for achieving fine-grained flow management.

Index Terms—Software defined networks, fine-grained management, wildcard entry, exact-match entry, approximation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

A typical software defined network (SDN) consists of a
logical controller in the control plane and a set of SDN

switches in the data plane [2]. The controller monitors the
network status and determines the forwarding paths of
flows. The switches perform packet forwarding and traffic
measurement for flows based on the flow entries configured
by the controller. Under this framework, the controller is
able to provide centralized control for flows to make net-
work management flexible and improve the network
resource utilization compared with traditional networks [3].

Compared with coarse-grained flow management, fine-
grained flow management has irreplaceable advantages for
some important applications in a network. For example,
researchers have shown that it can improve the success ratio
of portscan detection by about 35 percent through manage-
ment of small (mice) flows or implementing fine-grained
flow management [4]. It is also useful for resource allocation
[3], anomaly detection [4], [5], traffic engineering [6], [7], and
application identification [8], as well as load-balancing [9].

SDN offers a great opportunity for fine-grained flow
management [10]. In an SDN, when a packet arrives at an
SDN switch, the switch will match this packet to all rules in
the flow table. If there is a matched rule, the switch will for-
ward this packet according to the rule’s operation field. Oth-
erwise, the switch will report the packet header to the
controller, which determines the route for this flow and
installs rules on the switch and on the other ones along the
path. In this way, the controller can perform fine-grained
management of the flow by deploying per-flow rule (e.g.,
identified by the 5-tuple, we call it exact-match rule) along
its forwarding path. [11]. In fact, if there is one exact-match
rule along its route path, the controller has a chance to control
this individual flow by modifying this exact-match rule.

However, it is far from trivial to achieve fine-grained
management with SDNs in practice. A strawman solution
would be to install exact-match entries on all switches along
the forwarding path of each flow. Clearly, such an approach
will consume a huge number of flow entries. The problem is
exacerbated due to the fact that Ternary Content Address-
able Memory, commonly used in commercial SDN switches
for storing flow tables/rules [12], [13], is usually expensive,
power hungry and therefore size-limited [12], [14], [15].
Although the switch memory is growing [16] and some
SDN switches (e.g., Noviswitch [17]) adopt RAM-based
flow table for exact matches and TCAM -based flow table
for wildcard matches. It still encounters some scalability
issues: (1) RAM-based flow table may significantly increase
the lookup latency [12], [14], [15]; (2) Encapsulating Packet-
in messages is time-consuming and CPU-consuming for
low-end CPU of switches (e.g., HP 5130 EI switches can
only install 20 rules per second [18], [19]). (3) Encapsulating
Flow-mod messages is time-consuming for SDN controller
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[20]. For example, the ODL controller (run on Sun Fire
X4150 server) can only encapsulate 600 Flow-mod messages
per second [20]. Thus, to accommodate the processing
capacity constraints of switches and controllers, it is neces-
sary to reduce the use of flow entries on switches for fine-
grained flow management .

A natural way to reduce the number of flow entries
needed is to use default path. Usually, a default path is con-
figured through wildcard rules that can match more than
one flow [21], [22]. In order to manage some specific flows,
one may install additional exact-match rules, as in OFFICER
[23] and HS [24]. However, to distinguish those flows and
install exact-match rules, it requires additional devices (e.g.,
monitor [25]) or software (e.g., statistical modular [24]) to be
deployed in the network, which inevitably increases the sys-
tem setup and maintenance cost.

To overcome the shortcomings of the existing approaches,
in this paper, we build HiFi, a system targeted at providing
fine-grained management for all flows in SDNs while mini-
mizing the number of flow entries that need to be installed on
switches without additional hardware and/or software. In
other words, the goal ofHiFi is two-fold: 1) ensuring that each
flow will be forwarded by matching at least one exact-match
rule along the path from source to destination; and 2) mini-
mizing the number of flow entries needed on switches. HiFi
enables this by taking a two-step approach: wildcard entry
installment and exact-match entry installment. Specifically,
wildcard rules are installed to limit the number of flow entries
used, while exact-match rule installment can offer applica-
tion-specific fine-grained flow management. Together, they
can provide a desirable route for each flow from its source to
destination. Compared with the default path scheme (e.g.,
OFFICER [23] and HS [24]), the significant advantage is that
HiFi can fully achieve fine-grained management for all flows
without the help of additional software modules or devices. It
is worth noting that similar ideas have already been used in
data center networks, where wildcard rules and exact-match
rules are installed on internal switches and edge switches,
respectively [26]. However, their solution is only suitable for
hierarchical networks (e.g., Fat-Tree [27]), and cannot be effi-
ciently applied to general networks (e.g., HyperX [28]). Even
worse, an edge switchwith a limited flow-tablemay become a
bottleneck [29]. Therefore, a more general prototype, that can
be applied to various networks and can relieve flow-table size
constraints, should be proposed.

To apply the idea of HiFi to a general network topology,
we formulate the optimal wildcard and exact-match entry
installment problems using integer linear programs (ILP)
by modeling fine-grained management requirements, flow-
table size constraints, and link capacity constraints, etc.
Unfortunately, neither problems has any optimal solutions
in polynomial time. Hence, we design efficient approxima-
tion algorithms to solve them, and analyze the approxima-
tion factors.

When solving the wildcard entry installment subprob-
lem, we also take into consideration the case where it is
impossible to provide fine-grained management for all
flows in a network simply because there are too many flows.
For example, assume that the network consists of 100
switches, and the flow-table size of each switch is 4,000. As
a result, it contains a total of 400,000 entries in the network.

When there are 600,000 flows, there’s no way to provide
fine-grained management for all these flows. For such a
case, we design an approximation algorithm to maximize
the number of flows that can be controlled individually
given the flow-table size constraints.

To validate our design, we implement HiFi in a testbed
with open virtual switches without additional hardware and
software, while taking long-term traffic statistics and flow-
table size constraint into consideration. Both testbed experi-
ments and large-scale simulations show that HiFi helps to
reduce the number of required flow entries by 45-69 percent
and reduce the control overhead by 28-50 percent compared
with the state-of-the-art solutions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
surveys the related work. Section 3 provides a motivational
example and system workflow. In Sections 4.2 and 6.2, we
define the wildcard entry installment subproblem for two
different cases, and propose approximation algorithms
respectively. Section 6.1 focuses on the load balancing as a
case study. The experimental and simulation results are pre-
sented in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORKS

SDN, with its ability to separate the control plane and the
data plane, can provide fine-grained flow management for
better network performance and more efficient network
management [3], [7], [30]. A natural way for fine-grained
management is to deploy fully exact-match rules for each
flow. For example, R. Cohen et al. [31] proposed a method
that installed exact-match entries on all switches along the
forwarding path under flow-table size constraint. Similar
methods have been also used in [3], [32]. However, since
each flow will consume several flow entries on different
switches, such schemes installing exact-match rules (to be
referred to as ER here after) can only support a small num-
ber of flows, and some flows will be dropped [31], which is
not fit for large-scale networks.

To save the number of flow entries, another way is to
combine the default path and exact-match rules (to be
referred to as DER here after) for fine-grained management.
Specifically, DER first deploys default paths for all flows,
and then installs exact-match rules for some (or all) flows to
implement fine-grained management. However, such an
approach has several weaknesses. First, when there is a
default path from source to destination, all matching flows
will be directly forwarded to the destination. Thus, the con-
troller cannot capture flows that are active in the network,
which makes the fine-grained flow management difficult.
For some mice flows, their duration may be very short. As a
result, we may not capture the existence of these mice flows,
which will increase the risk of network attacks [5]. Second,
each flow entry can only acquire the statistics information
of aggregate flows. To derive the information of each indi-
vidual flow for fine-grained management, some additional
devices (e.g., monitor [25], [33]) or software (e.g., statistical
modular [24]) are required for traffic measurement. It
increases the cost.

Several works [13], [26], [34] attempted to achieve fine-
grained management through well-designed routing meth-
ods without additional device/software. FlowStat [13]
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proposed an adaptive flow-rule placement system in an
attempt to provide fine-grained management, which con-
sisted of three parts: path selection, rule placement and rule
redistribution. They designed two greedy algorithms to
select paths and install rules for each flow one by one. How-
ever, this method may cause some subsequent flows to be
forwarded directly to the destination with already deployed
wildcard rules. Thus, it is difficult for FlowStat to achieve
fine-grained management for all flows. PACO [34] regarded
each path as a concatenation of pathlets (e.g., subpaths). All
information about the subpath was stored in each packet
header, so that PACO could provide fine-grained path con-
trol with limit flow entries. However, PACO needs to add
labels in the packet header, thus increasing the computing
overhead on switches and the bandwidth consumption.
Meanwhile, exact-match entries are usually installed on the
edge switches, which may cause these edge switches
become a bottleneck. To conquer these disadvantages, K. He
et al. [26] proposed a practical system, called Presto. This
system divided all the switches into two categories: edge (or
ingress) switches and internal switches. Presto installed
exact-match and wildcard entries on edge and internal
switches respectively for fine-grained flow management.
However, Presto also encounter the flow-table size con-
straint, especially for edge switches, which will be validated
by simulations in Section 7.

3 MOTIVATION AND HIFI OVERVIEW

3.1 A Motivating Example

In this section, we give an example to illustrate the advan-
tages and disadvantages of both ER and DER. The usage of
entries for various entry installment schemes is summarized
in Table 1.

Definition 1 (Controllable Flow). If we achieve fine-grained
management for a flow (i.e., a flow can be matched by at least
one exact-match entry), we call this as a controllable flow or
say that this flow can be controlled.

As shown in Fig. 1, there are 4 flows in the network, 2
flows from v3 to v1 and the other 2 flows from v3 to v4. For
simplicity, the intensity of each flow is set to 1. To achieve
load balancing, the route configuration is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Specifically, 2 flows follow the path v3 ! v2 ! v1,
and other 2 flows follow the path v3 ! v6 ! v5 ! v4.
Accordingly, the maximum link load (i.e., 2) is minimized.

To realize this routing, ER installs an exact-match entry
on each switch along the forwarding path of each flow.
Obviously, this scheme can support fine-grained manage-
ment (i.e., 4 flows are all controllable). However, this
scheme will cost more entries, e.g., the total number of con-
sumed entries is 14 in the network (i.e., 3.5 entries per flow
on average), and the maximum number of consumed
entries is 4 on switch v3. Considering the limited flow
entries on commodity SDN switches, it is impractical for
large-scale networks [29].

On the other hand, DER leverages the default paths to
reduce the entry cost. We assume that the default path from
v3 to v1 is v3 ! v2 ! v1, and the default path from v3 to v4 is
v3 ! v2 ! v1 ! v4. When the flows arrive, all flows will be
forwarded by default paths directly. In this case, the maxi-
mum link load is 4, and no flow is controllable. To reroute
some flows and achieve better load balancing, we should
deploy additional hardware (e.g., monitor [25]) or software
(e.g., statistical modular [24]) to identify those flows and
determine their traffic statistics. Then, 2 flows will be re-
routed to path v3 ! v6 ! v5 ! v4 by installing exact-match
entries. As a result, only two re-routed flows can achieve
fine-grained management through exact-match entries and
the total number of installed flow entries is 8 in the network.
Specifically, we need to install one wildcard entry and two
exact-match entries on switch v3. Although DER can save
flow entries, this scheme cannot fully guarantee fine-
grained management for all flows (i.e., only 2 flows are con-
trollable). We should note that with more exact-match rules
installed, more flows will be controllable.

3.2 Our Intuition

A question immediately following the above discussion is
can we do better by combining the merits of ER and DER?
Clearly, we should use as many wildcards as possible to
save flow entries with the constraint that no flow will be for-
warded to the destination only with wildcard entries. In the
meantime, we should break the default path such that no
flow will be forwarded to the destination only with wild-
card entries. In other words, all flows should be controlled
through at least one exact-match entry to achieve fine-
grained flow control.

In Fig. 1, for flows from switch v3 to switch v1, we install
one wildcard entry to match them on switch v3 and switch v1,
respectively. When two flows, with egress switch v1, arrive at
v3, they will be directly forwarded to v2, which cannot find a
matching entry for these two flows, and therefore, this flow
will be reported to the controller, which can install two exact-
match entries on switch v2 for these two flows to achieve fine-

TABLE 1
Number of Required Entries on Switches by Three

Entry Installment Schemes

schemes v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 max total fine-grained

ER 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 14 @
DER 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 8 partial
HiFi 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 9 @

ER installs exact-match entries on all switches along the forwarding path of
each flow. DER installs exact-match entries only for partial flows (not all
flows). Our scheme installs exact-match entries on part of switches along a
path (i.e., v2 for p1 and v3 for p2), and the other switches along a path are
installed wildcard entries. As a result, our scheme supports fine-grained man-
agement with a small number of entries and without additional device/
software.

Fig. 1. A network scenario. There are 2 flows from v3 to v1 and the other
2 flows from v3 to v4. The flow intensity is set to 1 for simplicity. A load-
balancing route configuration is illustrated.
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grained management. Similarly, for flows from switch v3 to
switch v4, we install onewildcard entry on switches v4, v5 and
v6, respectively. Besides, we install two exact-match entries on
switch v3. As a result, the total number of installedflowentries
is 9, which is almost similar to that by DER. What’s more
important, our scheme can achieve fine-grained management for all
flows without additional device/software. We call this scheme as
hybrid rule placement for fine-grainedmanagement orHiFi.

3.3 Application Scenarios for HIFI

Per-flow statistics are important for various application sce-
narios and many recent works are devote to achieving per-
flow monitoring in SDNs, such as [13], [35]. Though fine-
grained flow management, we can get per-flow statistics,
which will help us better explore the advantages of central-
ized control in SDNs for many practical applications, e.g.,
resource allocation [3], anomaly detection [4], [5], traffic engi-
neering [6], [7], and application identification [8], as well as
load-balancing [9]. We give three detailed application scenar-
ios to show the superiority of fine-grained flowmanagement.

� Fine-grained management for all flows can improve
the success ratio of anomaly detection (e.g., detecting
spam, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks or worm scans
[4]). For example, the information of small (mice)
flows (e.g., address access patterns, connection sta-
tus, traffic size and flow duration) is important for
port scan detection [4]. If we adopt the coarse-
grained mode, since many flows matching with a
wildcard rule are aggregated into one “macroflow”
[29], the controller cannot acquire the detailed infor-
mation of each individual mice flow, such as traffic
size and flow duration [4]. As a result, the network
may encounter serious and unacceptable security
issues, e.g., network attack and paralysis. On the
contrary, the fine-grained management mode can
provide these information through exact-match
entries, and thus help to detect anomalous traffic to
protect the network.

� The second example is the application-aware QoS
routing. Nowadays, various applications are increas-
ingly emerging, ranging from latency-sensitive
applications to bandwidth- hungry applications.
Thus, advanced traffic engineering (e.g., content-ori-
ented processing) requires distinguishing the incom-
ing flows of different applications through the
packet headers and specifies proper routing strategy
according to specific application requirements [8].
To this end, we should adopt fine-grained mode,
which can provide flow-level quality of service
(QoS) by matching exact-match entries. For example,
we can give a higher routing priority for the traffic of
specified high-level applications (e.g., adaptive
video streaming and VoIP) through fine-grained
flow management and management. On the con-
trary, if we adopt coarse-grained mode, flows that
belong to different applications may be aggregated
and follow the same routing policy. Thus, this mode
cannot provide better QoS strategies for different
applications.

� Most of today’s networks rely on middleboxes (e.g.,
firewalls, IPSs, NATs) to provide high security, criti-
cal performance and policy compliance capabilities
[36]. Due to the dynamics and diversity of flows, dif-
ferent flows need to pass through different middle-
box sequences (or service chains). Obviously, the
fine-grained flow management mode can leverage
the exact-match entry to redirect traffic to the proper
middlebox. However, the coarse-grained flow mode
cannot provide flow-level traffic operation control
due to flow aggregation. Thus, this control mode
cannot guarantee the traffic passing through the
required middleboxes and may cause the network
policy failure. One may say that we can design effi-
cient wildcard rules to satisfy this requirement, it
also increases the complexity of network manage-
ment due to different requirements on flows. There-
fore, the fine-grained management is necessary for
improving the effectiveness of middleboxes.

From the above three examples, we find that the fine-
grained flow management is necessary and important for
many practical applications. Thus, we design HIFI proto-
type for fine-grained flow management in this paper. Note
that, we try to achieve fine-grained flow management for all
flows (or as many flows as possible) in the networks for sim-
plicity in this paper. However, HIFI is also applicable for
scenarios that only a specific set of flows need to be fine-
grained controlled, which has been discussed in Section 4.5.

3.4 Architecture and Workflow of HiFi

As shown in Fig. 2, HiFi achieves fine-grained flow manage-
ment through two main control plane modules: wildcard
entry installment and exact-match entry installment. The
former periodically determines how to install/update wild-
card rules (i.e., Flow-Mod) on switches using collected traf-
fic synopsis, while the latter installs application-specific
exact-match entries (i.e., Flow-Mod) by processing flow
requests (i.e., Packet-In) from the data plane.

Two constraints need to be met when installing the rules:
1) a flow should reach its destination; 2) when a flow is
being forwarded to its destination, there will be at least one
switch where the flow cannot find a matched wildcard rule.
Thus, this switch will report the flow to the controller,

Fig. 2. HiFi architecture.
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which will in turn install an exact-match rule on this switch
for this flow. As a result, all following packets of this flow
will be controlled through this exact-match entry. One may
think that it is natural to study the joint optimization of
wildcard and exact-match entries installment. However,
due to traffic dynamics, it may not be feasible. If we update
a wildcard entry, all flows matched with this entry will be
affected, and their routes may be disrupted. Thus, it is inap-
propriate to update the wildcard entries frequently. Mean-
while, the exact-match entry installment is usually
determined by application requirements, e.g., load balanc-
ing or throughput maximization [8], and each new-arrival
flow will trigger the exact-match installment event. Thus, it
is necessary to frequently update the exact-match entries to
pursue different application requirements.

In HiFi, we will trigger 1) wildcard entry installment using
timer, and 2) exact-match entry installment using packets, which
are described as follows:

Step 1 of HiFi: As shown in Fig. 3a, when a timer (e.g., 10
min) expires, HiFi first estimates the traffic synopsis
based on traffic matrix prediction [37], and decides if it
is feasible for all flows to be controlled individually
(which will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3).

� If yes, which is referred to as case A, HiFi deter-
mines how to install wildcard entries to mini-
mize the maximum flow entry utilization ratio
among all switches (Section 4.2).

� Otherwise, we cannot provide fine-grained man-
agement for all flows, called case B. HiFi would
maximize the number of controllable flows sub-
ject to the flow-table size constraint (Section 6.2).

Step 2 of HiFi:As illustrated in Fig. 3b, when a packet arrives at
a switch, it will be handled by the flow table if a matching
entry exists. Otherwise, HiFi would determine how to
install exact-match entries for this flow (Section 6.1).

Under the HiFi architecture, wildcard entry installment
module is triggered by timer and exact-match entry

installment module is triggered by new-arrival packets.
These two modules can run in parallel and entries on differ-
ent switches can be installed in parallel.

4 WILDCARD ENTRY INSTALLMENT FOR CASE A

In this section, we first assume that there is a feasible solu-
tion which allows all flows to be individually controlled
(i.e., we are dealing with case A), and address the wildcard
entry installment problem for case A (WEI-A). Moreover,
we design an efficient algorithm, and then analyze the
approximation performance.

4.1 Network Model

An SDNnetwork typically consists of three device sets: a clus-
ter of controllers; an SDN switch set, V ¼ fv1; . . . ; vng, with
n ¼ jV j; and a terminal set, U ¼ fu1; . . . ; umg, with m ¼ jU j.
The controllers monitor the network status, and are responsi-
ble for route selection of all flows in the network. The switches
perform packet forwarding and trafficmeasurement for flows
based on the flow entries configured by the controller. These
switches and terminals comprise the data/forwarding plane
of an SDN. Thus, on the view of the data plane, the network
topology can bemodeled by a graphG ¼ ðU [ V;EÞ, whereE
is the link set in the data plane.

Assume that there is a set of wildcard rules, denoted as
IR ¼ fr1; r2; . . . ; rm0 g, with m0 ¼ jIRj. For example, a natural
way for setting wildcard rules is as follows: we adopt the
destination-based wildcard rule (e.g., destination-based
OSPF method) for simplicity. Each wildcard rule ri only
specifies the destination ui, and can match all the sources in
the network. In this case, m0 is equal to the number of desti-
nations (e.g., m) in a network. The setting of these wildcard
rules has been widely used in different applications, e.g.,
traffic engineering [29] and statistics collection [38]. Note
that our proposed method is also applicable for other wild-
card settings, which will be discussed in Section 4.5.

4.2 Formulation for the WEI-A Problem

Due to the prior work of traffic matrix prediction on SDNs
[37], [39], it is reasonable to assume that we can obtain a
flow set, denoted as P. Moreover, the set of flows passing
through switch v to destination u is denoted as Pv

u, and Pu

denotes the set of flows with destination u. The OSPF path
and the destination of each flow f 2 P are denoted as hf

and dðfÞ, respectively. Note that, we have tested the influ-
ence of prediction accuracy on performance in Section 7.3.4.

To achieve fine-grained management, each flow will match
at least one exact-match entry along its forwarding path. In
otherwords, each flow should not be forwarded bymatchingwildcard
entries on all switches along the path. In order to determine how to
install wildcard entries for each destination u, we first build a
tree Tu rooted at u that branches according to the flow set Pu.
For simplicity,we use the variable qvu to denotewhether the con-
troller will install exact-match entries on switch v for flows Pv

u

or not. There are two cases for each switch v on treeTu.

1) qvu ¼ 0. We install a wildcard entry on switch v for
destination u. From the view of saving flow entries,
it is no need to install exact-match entries even for a
selected fraction of flows Pv

u.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the HiFi’s workflow.
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2) qvu ¼ 1. The controller will install exact-match entries
on switch v for flows Pv

u. Thus, it requires jPv
uj exact-

match entries on switch v, or we need to reserve jPv
uj

entries for a flow set Pv
u. Note that how to deploy

exact-match entries depends on the current traffic
and practical requirements, and will be discussed in
Section 6.1.

One may think we could install a wildcard rule with a
lower priority, while installing exact-match entries with
higher priority for a selected fraction of flows in Pv

u, which
potentially leads to a lower cost of flow entries on switches.
In fact, it is not practical on commodity switches. Assume
that we have installed a wildcard entry on switch v for flows
in Pv

u. When a new flow arrives, flows will be forwarded
directly through switch v by matching a wildcard entry.
That means, we have no chance to install exact-match
entries with higher priority for a selected fraction of flows
in Pv

u on switch v once flows arrive. Thus, we have to
achieve fine-grained management on other switches for
flows in Pv

u and there is no need to install exact-match
entries for a selected fraction of flows in Pv

u on switch v.
As a result, itwill cost a total number bðvÞ of entries (includ-

ing wildcard entries and reserved exact-match entries) on
switch v. Each commodity switch is usually equipped with a
limited number of flow entries (e.g., 4,000 entries per switch
[29]), and these entries will be shared by routing/measure-
ment/security functions [24], [40]. A natural idea is to mini-
mize the maximum number of required flow entries among
all switches. However, it may not be fair for heterogeneous
switches in the network. Thus, we expect to minimize the
maximum flow entry utilization ratio among all switches in
the network, so that the remaining flow entries on each switch
can accommodate more flows with exact-match rules.
Accordingly, we formulate this problem as follows:

min b

S:t:

P
v2hf q

v
dðfÞ � 1; 8f 2 P

bðvÞ ¼ P
u2U :v2Tuðqvu � jPv

uj þ 1� qvuÞ; 8v 2 V
bðvÞ � b � sðvÞ; 8v 2 V
qvu 2 f0; 1g; 8v; u

8>><
>>: :

(1)

The first set of inequalities denotes that each flow will
match at least one exact-match entry, which means that
each flow is controllable. The second set of equalities means
that the total number of required entries on each switch v is
bðvÞ. Note that, qvu � jPv

uj and 1� qvu denote the number of
reserved exact-match entries and the wildcard entry on
switch v for destination u, respectively. The third set of
inequalities denotes that the number of consumed flow
entries on switch v should not exceed b � sðvÞ, where b is the
flow entry utilization ratio and sðvÞ is the flow-table size on
switch v. The objective is to minimize the maximum flow
entry utilization ratio among all switches, that is,min b.

4.3 Algorithm Design for WEI-A

This section develops a rounding-based wildcard entry
installment algorithm to solve the WEI-A problem. The pro-
posed algorithm consists of three main steps. The first step

will relax the integer program, denoted as LP1, by relaxing
variable qvu. We can solve LP1 in polynomial time with a lin-
ear program solver, and obtain the fractional solutions,
denoted as eqvu, 8v 2 V; u 2 U . In the second step, the frac-
tional solution eqvu will be rounded to the 0-1 solution bqvu to
decide where to install wildcard entries for each destination
u. The set of unvisited flows is denoted as P0, initialized as
all flows in P. Moreover, we initialize bqvu ¼ 0, 8v 2 V; u 2 U .
We arbitrarily choose an unvisited flow, denoted as f , from
set P0. The algorithm chooses a switch with maximum eqvdðfÞ
among all v 2 hf , and set bqvdðfÞ ¼ 1. That is, we will not install
a wildcard entry on switch v for destination dðfÞ. Thus, all
flows in set Pv

dðfÞ can be controlled on switch v. We update
P0 ¼ P0 �Pv

dðfÞ. This step will terminate when all flows are
visited. In the third step, we install wildcard entries based
on rounding solutions. For each destination u and switch
v 2 Tu, we install one wildcard entry on switch v for destina-
tion u if bqvu ¼ 0. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1.Wildcard Entry Installment for WEI-A

1: Step 1: Solving the Relaxed WEI-A Problem
2: Construct the relaxed problem LP1

3: Obtain the fractional solutions eqvu, 8v 2 V; u 2 U
4: Step 2: Deriving the 0-1 Solution
5: P0 ¼ P

6: Let F represent the empty set
7: bqvu ¼ 0, 8v 2 V; u 2 U
8: while P0 6¼ F do
9: Arbitrarily choose an unvisited flow f from P0

10: Choose a switch with maximum eqvdðfÞ among all v 2 hf ,
and set bqvdðfÞ ¼ 1, P0 ¼ P0 �Pv

dðfÞ
11: end while
12: Step 3: Installing Wildcard Entries
13: for Each destination u 2 U do
14: for Each switch v 2 Tu do
15: if bqvu ¼ 0 then
16: Install a wildcard entry on switch v for u
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for

Note that, after the above algorithm completes, if we find
that the total number of required flow entries on some
switch exceeds its flow-table size, it means that we cannot
provide fine-grained management for all flows due to flow-
table size constraint. We will discuss that case in Section 6.2
(the WEI-B problem).

4.4 Performance Analysis

We analyze the approximation performance of the pro-
posed algorithm. Let u be the maximum number of switches
visited by each flow. We first give a lemma according to the
rounding operation.

Lemma 1. After rounding operation, we have eqvu � 1
u
� bqvu,

8v 2 V; u 2 U .

Proof. Weprove this lemmaby the following two cases of each
variable bqvu. On one hand, bqvu ¼ 0. Obviously, eqvu � 1

u
� bqvu. On

the other hand, bqvu ¼ 1. According to the second step ofAlgo-
rithm 1, we know that there exists a flow f that allows eqvu ¼
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maxfeqv0u ; 8v0 2 hfg. By the first set of inequalities in Eq. (1),
we can prove that eqvu � 1

u
. Combining the above two cases,

we have eqvu � 1
u
� bqvu, 8v 2 V; u 2 U . tu

After solving the linear program in the first step of the pro-
posed algorithm, we derive the fractional solutions eqvu, 8v 2
V;u 2 U , and the result eb for the relaxed WEI-A problem.
Obviously, eb is the lower bound for the optimal solution
obtained fromEq. (1). According to the algorithmdescription,
the required number of flow entries on switch v is

X
u2U :v2Tuðbqvu � jPv

uj þ 1� bqvuÞ
�
X

u2U :v2Tuðu � eqvu � ðjPv
uj � 1Þ þ 1Þ

�u � eb � sðvÞ � u � b � sðvÞ:
(2)

The first inequality is correct because jPv
uj � 1 � 0 for each

v 2 Tu. Thus, we can conclude that:

Theorem 2. The proposed algorithm can achieve the u-approxi-
mation for the WEI-A problem.

4.5 Discussion

� In some practical scenarios, only a specific set of
flows (or applications) requires to be controlled with
fine-grained management. For example, in a bank
network system, there are 10 servers depositing key
data, and only flows towards these key servers
should be controlled. The other flows can be aggre-
gated for network scalability and resource reusabil-
ity. To deal with this case, we only need to change
the flow set P in Eq. (1) to the set of flows towards
these key servers. Then we can minimize the maxi-
mum number of required flow entries to provide
fine-grained management for these flows.

� In this paper, we install wildcard entries according
to destination-based OSPF. Note that it is also appli-
cable for other wildcard entry installment schemes.
For example, assume that we want to install wild-
card entries based on egress switches. To deal with
this case, we only need to build the tree Tv for each
switch v 2 V according to the flows whose egress
switch is v. Thus, our proposed algorithm has strong
applicability.

5 WILDCARD ENTRY INSTALLMENT FOR CASE B

In Section 4.2, we assume that the flow-table size of each
switch is enough to support all flows with fine-grained
management. However, when there are too many flows in a
large-scale network, we may not be able to provide fine-
grained management for all flows due to flow-table size
constraint. In this section, we solve the Wildcard Entry
Installment problem for case B (WEI-B).

5.1 Definition of the WEI-B Problem

Under this situation, we just select partial flows for fine-
grained management and others for coarse-grained man-
agement so as to serve all flows with flow-table size con-
straint. We formulate this problem as follows:

max
X

f2P �f

S:t:

�f � P
v2hf q

v
dðfÞ; 8f 2 PP

u2U:v2Tuðqvu � jPv
uj þ 1� qvuÞ � sðvÞ; 8v 2 V

�f ; q
v
u 2 f0; 1g; 8f; v; u

8<
: ;

(3)

where �f denotes whether flow f is controllable or not. The
first set of inequalities denotes that flow f is controllable if
this flow will match at least one exact-match entry along the
path. The second set of inequalities describes that the
required flow entries on each switch v 2 V should not
exceed its flow-table size sðvÞ. The objective is to maximize
the number of controllable flows, which is helpful for differ-
ent applications, such as traffic engineering or attack detec-
tion [3], [4].

Algorithm 2.Maximizing Controllable Flows for WEI-B

1: P ¼ F
2: while jV j > 0 do
3: Step 1: Choosing a switch with the maximum profit
4: for each switch vi 2 V do
5: Apply the FPTASmethod of 0-1 knapsack to compute the

maximum profit pðviÞ for each switch vi with knapsack
size sðviÞ � wðviÞ

6: end for
7: Select switch v0 with the maximum profit
8: The installed wildcard rules on v0 is denoted as IR0

9: for each wildcard rule ru 2 IR0 do
10: P ¼ PþPv0

u

11: end for
12: V ¼ V � fv0g
13: Step 2: Updating the profit of each flow set
14: for each switch vi 2 V do
15: for each wildcard rule rj 2 IR do
16: pðPvi

uj
Þ ¼ jPvi

uj
�Pj

17: end for
18: end for
19: end while

5.2 Algorithm Design for WEI-B

We give an approximation algorithm based on 0-1 knapsack
to solve this problem. Before algorithm description, we con-
sider a special case in which there is only one switch in the
network. Assume that we have installed wildcard entries
for all flows on switch v, and the number of occupied flow
entries is wðvÞ. Then we need to replace some wildcard
entries with exact-match entries to control some flows for
fine-grained management. We can regard this special case
as the 0-1 knapsack problem [41]. More specifically, the size
of knapsack (or switch v) is the number of residual flow
entries, i.e., sðvÞ � wðvÞ. For each destination u, Pv

u can be
regarded as an individual object. If we install exact-match
entries for flows with destination u, then we should install
jPv

uj exact-match entries (one for each flow) and delete the
corresponding wildcard entry. Thus, it will increase jPv

uj �
1 flow entries. That is, the cost of Pv

u is cðPv
uÞ ¼ jPv

uj � 1.
Besides, the profit of each set Pv

u, denoted as pðPv
uÞ, is the
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number of uncontrolled flows in set Pv
u. It can be solved by

the previous knapsack algorithms, e.g., [42].
This algorithm consists of jV j (i.e., the number of all

switches) iterations and each iteration has two steps. In the
first step, we adopt the fully polynomial time approxima-
tion scheme (FPTAS) algorithm [42] to solve the 0-1 knap-
sack problem for each residual switch. Then we choose a
switch, denoted as v0, with the maximum profit among all
the residual switches. The FPTAS method for the 0-1 knap-
sack problem also determines the value of qv

0
u for all u 2 fu 2

U : v0 2 Tug (i.e., the individual objects that are put into the
knapsack v0). In the second step, the algorithm updates the
profit of each object Pv

u. For simplicity, let P be the set of
controllable flows. The profit of an individual object pðPvi

uj
Þ

is updated as pðPvi
uj
Þ ¼ jPvi

uj
�Pj. The algorithm will termi-

nate until all switches have been checked. The detailed algo-
rithm is described in Algorithm 2.

5.3 Performance Analysis

In the following, QG denotes the set of controllable flows by
Algorithm 2 (for WEI-B). In the lth iteration of Algorithm 2,
the controllable flow set is G0

l, and the incremental profit is
denoted as X0

l. That is, X0
l ¼ vðG0

ln
S l�1

i¼1G
0
iÞ, where vð�Þ

denotes its cardinality.

Lemma 3. Algorithm 2 (for WEI-B) achieves a ð2þ �Þ
-approximation.

Proof. Let c be the approximation ratio of the FPTAS algo-
rithm for 0-1 knapsack. Consider an instant that Algo-
rithm 2 has executed l-1 iterations. In the lth iteration, the
algorithm chooses the switch v0l. Assume that the optimal
solution will select a flow set, denoted as Ol, from switch
v0l. If we choose Ol instead of G0

l in this iteration, the incre-
mental profit becomes vðOln

S l�1
i¼1G

0
iÞ, denoted as X00

l.
Obviously, we have c �X0

l � X00
l ¼ vðOln

S l�1
i¼1G

0
iÞ �

vðOlnQGÞ. It follows

c � vðQGÞ ¼
Xn

l¼1
c �X0

l �
Xn

l¼1
vðOlnQGÞ

¼
Xn

l¼1
vðOlnQGÞ � vð

[ n

l¼1
OlnQGÞ

¼ vðOPTnQGÞ � ½vðOPT Þ � vðQGÞ�:
(4)

Thus, we have

ð1þ cÞ � vðQGÞ � vðOPT Þ: (5)

The FPTAS method achieves the ð1þ �Þ-approximation
for 0-1 knapsack problem [42], where � is an arbitrarily
small value. Thus, by Eq. (5), the proposed algorithm
achieves ð2þ �Þ-approximation for our problem. tu

Lemma 4. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 (for WEI-B) is
Oðn2�m2

� þ n2 �mÞ, where n, m are the number of switches, the
number of terminals in a network, respectively.

Proof. There are at most n iterations in Algorithm 2, and
each iteration consists of two main steps. In the first step,
we need run at most n times FPTAS algorithm and the
time complexity of each FPTAS algorithm is Oðm2

� Þ [42].
Thus, the time complexity for step 1 is Oðn�m2

� Þ. In the sec-
ond step, we update the profit of each wildcard rule set
on each switch, which takes Oðn �mÞ time. As a result,

the total time complexity of Algorithm 2 is Oðn2�m2

� þ n2 �
mÞ, where n, m are the number of switches, the number
of terminals in a network, respectively. tu

6 EXACT-MATCH ENTRY INSTALLMENT

In this section, we describe step 2 of HiFi: exact-match entry
installment, which is triggered by new packet arrival events.
When a packet arrives at a switch and there is no matched
entries, the switch will report the packet header to the con-
troller. The controller will install exact-match entries to
achieve specific application requirements, e.g., load balanc-
ing or throughput maximization. This section focuses on
load balancing as a case study.

Note that, the installation of exact-match entries depends
on the performance goal and the management policies,
which are set by the system administrator and vary greatly
in practice. Nevertheless, the fine-grained flowmanagement
architecture has an open design that can accommodate any
implementation of exact-match entry installment module.
For the purpose of completeness and numerical evaluation,
we provide load balancing as a case study in this section
with one implementation. We think its properties should
not be viewed as limitation of our fine-grained flow man-
agement design because this specific implementation can be
replaced with other implementations in practice.

6.1 Exact-Match Entry Installment for Load
Balancing

This section studies the exact-match entry installment for
load balancing (MT-LB) as a typical case. In Sections 4.2 and
6.2, the flow set is obtained through long-term traffic matrix
prediction. In this section, when a packet arrives at a switch
and there is no matched entry, the switch will report the
packet header to the controller. Thus, instead of the long-
term traffic observation in Sections 4.2 and 6.2, we care for
the current flow set G, and the traffic size (or intensity) of
each flow g 2 G is denoted by fðgÞ. We use two different
notations to emphasize the difference in flow set.

This section studies the exact-match entry installment for
load balancing (MT-LB) as a typical case. To obtain better
network performance, we should dynamically update the
flow routes so as to adapt to the traffic dynamics [43]. Thus,
instead of the long-term traffic observation in Section 4.2,
we care for the current flow set G, and the traffic size (or
intensity) of each flow g 2 G is denoted by fðgÞ. With the
system running, the flow set Gwill be updated.

We first introduce how to construct a feasible path set
IPv2

v1
from switch v1 to switch v2, which is determined by the

management policies and performance objectives. If there
are too many feasible paths that satisfy the management
policies, we may include only a certain number of the best
ones under a certain performance criterion, such as having
the shortest number of hops or having the large capacities.
Then, we explore a feasible path set IPg for each flow g.
Under the proposed HiFi framework, when a flow g arrives
at the network, since some wildcard entries may be installed
on some switches, flow g may be directly forwarded to a
switch, denoted by vg , in which there is no matching entry
for this flow. The forwarding path from the source to switch
vg is denoted by pwg . Then, we derive a feasible path set IPg
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as follows: for each path p 2 IPeðgÞ
vg

, where eðgÞ denotes the
egress switch of flow g, we construct a path p0 by combining
pwg , p, and the link between the egress switch eðgÞ and the
destination dðgÞ. If this path has no loop, we add it to IPg .

Algorithm 3. Exact-Match Entry Installment for Load
Balancing

1: Step 1: Solving the Relaxed MT-LB Problem
2: Relax Eq. (6) by replacing the fourth line of integer con-

straints with 0 � ypg � 1
3: Driven the fractional solutions eypg , 8g 2 G; p 2 IPg

4: Step 2: Route Selection for Load Balancing
5: Obtain an integer solution bypg by rounding method
6: for Each flow g 2 G do
7: for Each each path p 2 IPg do
8: if bypg ¼ 1 then
9: Route flow g to path p
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for

The MT-LB problem will select one feasible path from IPg

for each flow g to achieve load balancing. Let cðeÞ and lðeÞ
denote the capacity of link e and the traffic load on link e,
which is available to the controller by OSPF-TE [32]. The
load-balancing factor � is defined as � ¼ maxflðeÞcðeÞ ; 8e 2 Eg.
We expect to minimize the load-balancing factor, i.e.,min �.

We give the formulation of the MT-LB problem. Let an
indicator variable ypg 2 f0; 1g denote whether flow g will be
routed on a path p 2 IPg or not. Let Iðg; p; vÞ be a binary value
for exact-match entry installment: if switch v has already
installed the wildcard entry for destination dðgÞ, and the
next hop of this wildcard entry point to overlaps with the
next hop of switch v on path p, then there is no need to install
an exact-match entry on switch v, i.e., Iðg; p; vÞ ¼ 0; other-
wise Iðg; p; vÞ ¼ 1. MT-LB solves the following problem:

min �

S:t:

P
p2IPg

ypg ¼ 1; 8g 2 GP
g2G

P
p2IPg :v2p y

p
g � Iðg; p; vÞ � dðvÞ; 8v 2 VP

g2G
P

p2IPg :e2p y
p
gfðgÞ � � � cðeÞ; 8e 2 E

ypg 2 f0; 1g; 8p; g

8>><
>>: : (6)

The first set of equations requires that each flow g 2 G
will be forwarded through a single path from IPg . The sec-
ond set of inequalities describes the flow-table size con-
straint on each switch v, where dðvÞ is the number of
residual flow entries on switch v, with dðvÞ � sðvÞ. The third
set of inequalities states that the traffic load on each link e
should not exceed � � cðeÞ, where � is the load-balancing fac-
tor (less than or equal to 1). The objective is to minimize the
load-balancing factor �.

6.2 Algorithm Design for MT-LB

Observing Eq. (6), there are standard rounding-based
approximate methods for this problem. An example is
relaxation and random rounding [44]. It relaxes Eq. (6) by
replacing the fourth line of integer constraints with 0 � ypg �
1, and obtains a linear programming problem. We can solve

it using the linear programming solver, and derive the opti-
mal solution. Then, we round ypg to zero or one probabilisti-
cally based on its fractional value. The algorithm for MT-LB
is described in Algorithm 3. We use this method in the
numerical evaluation of the proposed work.

In the practical scenarios, many flowsmay burst in the net-
work, and the controller is unable to provide exact-match
entries for each individual flow due to flow-table size con-
straint. To deal with this case and make our solution more
practical, we will choose some switch pairs with less traffic
amount, and deploy default paths for these flows.Meanwhile,
the controller removes the exact-match rules for these flows so
as to set aside some entries for accommodating potential
arrival flows.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To explore feasibility and efficiency of HiFi, we perform
both experimental study and simulation evaluation. In this
section, we first introduce the performance metrics and
methodology. Then we give the results of experimental
evaluation and simulation evaluation.

7.1 Performance Metrics and Methodology

In this section, we evaluate HiFi through small-scale testbed
implementation and large-scale simulations, and compare it
with the following existing approaches. (1) The first one is
the RLJD algorithm [31], which installs exact-match entries
on all switches along each forwarding path. To enhance the
competitiveness of this algorithm, we modify the per-flow
routing strategy in the final step by heuristically aggregate
per-flow entries based on destination, while for each flow
leaving at least one switch to keep the per-flow entry, in
order to satisfy the “controllable” constraint. After this
modification, RLJD can achieve better performance than the
original one while compared with HiFi. (2) The second one
is Presto [26], which is designed for hierarchical networks
to achieve load balancing. Specifically, it installs exact-
match entries on edge switches to control new arrival flows
and installs wildcard entries on internal switches to relieve
the load of core switches. For a fair comparison, we also
extend this design to non-hierarchical network. Specifically,
we install an exact-match entry only on the egress switch
for each flow and install wildcard entries on other switches.
Presto may encounter resource bottleneck at edge switches,
which will be shown in the following simulations.

To compare the performance of three algorithms, we use
the following performance metrics in our evaluation: (1)
The number of Packet-in messages; (2) The number of con-
trollable flows; (3) The number of required flow entries; (4)
The control overhead (the communication traffic volume
to/from the controller); (5) Flow setup delay; (6) Packet loss
ratio; (7) The maximum throughput of the network; and (8)
Load-balancing factor �. When a flow arrives at a switch,
and it does not match any existing entries on the flow table,
the OpenFlow Agent of the switch will encapsulate the
packet into a Packet-in message and send to the controller
for requesting routing strategy. We measure the maximum
number of encapsulated Packet-in messages on any switch
during the simulation as the first metric. Note that, too
many Packet-in messages will consume the CPU cycles,
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communication bandwidth and memory in both the switch
and the controller, which may cause worse network perfor-
mance (i.e., high packet loss ratio and high flow setup
latency) [45]. Once receiving the Packet-in message of this
flow, the controller controls this flow, then we obtain the
second metric. The controller computes the route and sends
Flow-mod commands to corresponding switches for entry
installment. We measure the maximum number of required
flow entries on any switch at any time and the maximum
communication traffic volume to/from the controller dur-
ing the simulation as the third and fourth metrics. Once the
flow entries are installed, the flow can be forwarded to des-
tination according to matched flow entries. We measure the
maximum flow setup delay and packet loss ratio of all flows
as the fifth and sixth metrics. Meanwhile, we measure the
maximum throughput that the network can support and
the traffic link fðeÞ of each link e. Then, we compute the
load-balancing factor � ¼ maxffðeÞ=cðeÞ; e 2 Eg.

The simulations are performed under two scenarios. The
first scenario has no flow-table size (FTS) constraint, assum-
ing that the switches have sufficient entries to handle all
flows. This hypothetical scenario tests how well three algo-
rithms perform when the FTS is sufficient. The second sce-
nario has an FTS constraint and tests the performance of
these algorithms when the FTS is limited.

7.2 Testbed Evaluation

7.2.1 Implementation On the Platform

Our testbed is built on a real topology obtained from the
Internet Topology Zoo [46], called Epoch [47], which con-
tains 6 nodes (switches) and 7 links. We randomly deploy
several terminals on our small-scale testbed to simulate dif-
ferent flows, and the topology is illustrated in Fig. 4. Our
SDN platform is mainly composed of three parts: a control-
ler, 6 Open vSwitches (Version 2.5.3) [48] and 5 virtual
machines (acting as terminals). Each Open vSwitch and its
connected virtual machines are run on a server with a core
i5-3470 processor and 8 GB of RAM. The link capacity is set
as 200 Mbps for simplicity. We use the OpenDaylight Lith-
ium-SR1 release [49] as the controller software running on a
server with a core i7-8700k processor and 16GB of RAM.

We implement our tests with a set of synthetic and realis-
tic workloads. Similar to previous works [24], [26] , our syn-
thetic workloads include: (1) random flows, each terminal

sends to several random terminals; (2) server flows, random
terminals send the traffic to a number of designated termi-
nals. These flows can simulate the traffic of mail servers and
web servers; (3) associative flows, these flows simulate the
communications between a terminal and a number of desig-
nated terminals, e.g., traffic between the finance department
and the database. The authors of [29] have shown that less
than 20 percent of the top-ranked flows may be responsible
for more than 80 percent of the total traffic. Thus, we allo-
cate the size for all workloads according to this 2-8 distribu-
tion and the expected traffic demand of each flow is 1 Mbps.

Weuse iperf3.3 [50] to simulate diverse kinds of flows, such
as different packet size and traffic duration. First, for each
server terminal, we start several iperf servers tomonitor differ-
ent ports. Then, we generate TCP/UDP flows with different
packet size and traffic duration to simulate different applica-
tions. At last we obtain traffic behavior data (i.e., packet loss
ratio, throughput, latency etc.) through iperf3.3 tool.

7.2.2 Testing Results

We run four sets of experiments on the SDN platform and
execute each experiment 50 times and average the numeri-
cal results for accuracy. The first two sets of experiments are
performed without flow-table size constraint, the default
number of flows is set as 300. The last two sets of experi-
ments are performed with flow-table size constraint and the
default flow-table size is set as 100.

In the first experiment, we observe the number of
required flow entries and the number of Packet-in messages
on all switches. The testing results are shown in Figs. 5 and
6. Fig. 5 indicates that HiFi, Presto and RLJD need 69, 80
and 172 flow entries at most, respectively, which means that
our proposed algorithm can reduce the maximum number
of required flow entries by about 15 and 60 percent com-
pared with Presto and RLJD, respectively. Fig. 6 shows that
HiFi, Presto and RLJD generate 129, 149 and 231 Packet-in
messages at most on any switch during the experiment,
respectively. That is because our proposed system has pre-

Fig. 4. Topology of the SDN Platform. We implement our proposed algo-
rithm and other benchmarks on a small-scale testbed. Our testbed is
mainly composed of three parts: a controller, six Open vSwitches and
five virtual machines.

Fig. 5. No. of flow entries on each switch.

Fig. 6. No. of packet-in on each switch.
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deployed some wildcard entries, which has reduced the
interaction between data plane and control plane when
flows arrive at switches. Note that, the performance gap
between HiFi and Presto will be more obvious in large-scale
simulations, which has been shown in Section 7.3. The work
presented in [45] has illustrated that encapsulating Packet-
in messages is time-consuming and cpu-consuming for low
end CPU of switches and most commodity switches can
only encapsulate Packet-in messages at the rate of 150 per
second. The following experiments also indicate that too
many Packet-in messages may cause high packet loss ratio
and high latency.

In the second experiment, we observe the packet loss
ratio and flow setup delay by changing the number of flows
in the network. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, when we gener-
ate 500 new flows simultaneously using iperf3.3 in the net-
work, HiFi can reduce the maximum packet loss ratio of any
flows by about 29 and 19 percent compared with RLJD and
Presto, respectively. Meanwhile, HiFi only needs 74ms at
most to setup a new flow while RLJD needs 154 ms and
Presto needs 88ms to setup a new flow. Thus, the less inter-
action between data plane and control plane (i.e., less
Packet-in messages and less Flow-mod commands/flow
entries) of HiFi will make the lower packet loss ratio and
lower flow setup delay as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

The third set of experiments compares the number of
controllable flows by varying the number of flows in the
network and the number of available flow entries on the
switches. As shown in Fig. 9, when there are 100 flows in

the network, all three algorithms can control all flows with
fine-grained management. That is because the flow-table
size (i.e.,100) is sufficient to handle all flows (i.e.,100 flows).
However, when there are more flows in the network, HiFi
can control more flows than the other two algorithms under
flow-table size constraint. That’s because HiFi requires
fewer entries per flow on average than RLJD, and distrib-
utes exact-match entries on all switches more evenly than
Presto. Specifically, when there are 600 flows in the net-
work, HiFi can control 538 flows while RLJD and Presto
control only 201 and 448 flows, respectively. In other words,
HiFi improves the number of controllable flows about
20 percent compared with Presto. As shown in Fig. 10,
when there are 300 flows in the network, and we change the
number of available flow entries, we observe that our pro-
posed algorithm can control more flows when the number
of available flow entries is limited (i.e., only 60 available
entries on each switch).

The last set of experiments observes themaximum through-
put in the network by changing the number of flows in the net-
work and the number of available flow entries on the switches.
The results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. As shown in Fig. 11,
we set the flow-table size as 100. Due to our proposed system
uses fewer flow entries, HiFi can achieve higher network
throughput compared with other algorithms with the increas-
ing of flows. For example, when there are 500 flows in the net-
work, HiFi improves the network throughput by about 122
and 24 percent compared with RLJD and Presto, respectively.
Fig. 12 shows thatHiFi can achieve better network throughput

Fig. 7. Packet loss ratio versus no. of flows.

Fig. 8. Flow setup delay versus no. of flows.

Fig. 9. No. of controllable flows versus no. of flows.

Fig. 10. No. of controllable flows versus no. of flow entries.

Fig. 11. Throughput versus no. of flows.

Fig. 12. Throughput versus no. of flows entries.
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when the flow entries are limited. That is because HiFi can
select partial flows for fine-grained management and others
for coarse-grained management so as to serve all flows with
flow-table size constraint as illustrated in Section 6.2.

From these testing results, we state that HiFi can achieve
better traffic behavior (i.e., lower packet loss ratio and flow
setup delay) with less resource usage (i.e., less flow entry
cost compared with the other two algorithms) while keep-
ing fine-grained flowmanagement. Moreover, our proposed
algorithm can control more flows than the other two algo-
rithms under the same FTS constraint.

7.3 Simulation Evaluation

7.3.1 Simulation Settings

We select two practical topologies. The first topology,
denoted as (a), is a hierarchical Fat-Tree topology [27]. This
topology has been widely used in many datacenter net-
works. It contains 16 core switches, 32 aggregation switches,
32 edge switches and 128 servers. The second one is a non-
hierarchical campus network from [51], denoted as (b), con-
taining 100 switches and 200 terminals. For both topologies,
we execute each simulation 10 times and average the
results. The link capacity is set as 1 Gbps for simplicity. The
flow size is drawn from random flows, server flows and
associative flows discussed in Section 7.2.1.

7.3.2 Performance Comparison Without FTS

Constraint

The first set of simulations comparesHiFi, RLJD and Presto in
the scenario without FTS constraint. The results are shown in
Figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16. The horizontal axis of Fig. 13 is the
number of flows in the network, ranging from 3�104 to
18�104. The maximum number of required entries increases
for all three solutions. In comparison, HiFi uses much fewer
entries than RLJD and Presto. For example, when there are
12�104 flows in the Fat-Tree network, our solution requires
2,476 entries at most while Presto and RLJD require 4,520 and
7,920 entries, respectively. That meansHiFi reduces the maxi-
mum number of required entries by about 45 and 69 percent
comparedwith Presto andRLJD, respectively.

We plot the load-balancing factor of these algorithms in
Fig. 14. To observe the performance of different applications
(i.e., load-balancing or throughput maximization), we add
another benchmark, denoted as OPT. We note that OPT may
denote different solutions for various applications. For load
balancing, OPT can be derived by solving relaxed MT-LB
using a linear program solver. This figure shows that our solu-
tion only increases load-balancing factor by about 3 and 5 per-
cent comparedwithRLJD andOPT, respectively. Besides,HiFi
achieves better load-balancing factor than Presto, especially in
a non-hierarchical campus network. For example, when there
are 9�104 flows, HiFi reduces the load-balancing factor by
about 34 percent compared with Presto. It means that Presto
cannot achieve satisfactory performance in a non-hierarchical
networkwhileHiFi can achieve nearly optimal performance in
both non-hierarchical and hierarchic networks. For network
throughput, the OPT solution will gradually increase the traf-
fic intensity until the link capacity is fully utilized. Fig. 15
shows that our proposed algorithm achieves better network
throughout than Presto. For example, when there are 15�104

flows in the campus network,HiFi increases network through-
put by about 38 percent compared with Presto and achieves
similar throughput comparedwith PLJD andOPT.

Fig. 16 shows that HiFi can achieve similar control com-
munication overhead compared with Presto and achieve
much smaller control communication overhead compared
with RLJD. As the number of flows increases, RLJD installs
more flow entries than HiFi and Presto, which results in
higher control overhead than two other solutions. For exam-
ple, when there are 12�104 flows in the campus network,
the control overhead of RLJD, Presto and HiFi will reach
421 Mbps, 234 Mbps and 253 Mbps, respectively.

7.3.3 Performance Comparison With FTS Constraint

The second set of simulations compares HiFi, RLJD and
Presto in the scenario with FTS constraint, where the FTS
constraint is set as 4,000 on each switch by default [29]. We
first compare the number of controllable flows by changing
the number of flows in the network. The results are shown in
Fig. 17. We claim that our solution can control more flows

Fig. 13. Max. flow entries versus no. of flows without FTS constraint.
Left plot: (a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.

Fig. 14. Load-balancing factor versus no. of flows without FTS con-
straint. Left plot: (a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.

Fig. 15. Throughput versus no. of flows without FTS constraint. Left plot:
(a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.

Fig. 16. Control overhead versus no. of flows without FTS constraint.
Left plot: (a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.
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than the other two algorithms. For example, as shown in the
right plot of Fig. 17, when there are 15 � 104 flows, our pro-
posed algorithm can control about 14 � 104 flows while the
other two algorithms can only control 7.1� 104 and 9.5� 104

flows, respectively. It means that HiFi increases the number
of controllable flows by about 48 and 97 percent compared
with Presto and RLJD, respectively. Besides, when the num-
ber of flows in the network is constant (i.e., 12�104), we
observe the number of controllable flows by varying the FTS
constraint. As shown in Fig. 18, we can also claim that our
proposed algorithm is able to control more flows than the
other two algorithms under the same FTS constraint. That is
because (1) HiFi requires fewer flow entries than RLJD per
flow on average; and (2) HiFi can distribute exact-match
entries on all switches evenly while Presto only installs
exact-match entries on ingress switches.

Fig. 19 shows that when the number of flow entries is con-
stant (i.e., 4,000), the network performance (e.g., throughput)
of our algorithm is much better than that of Presto and RLJD.
For example, when there are 15 � 104 flows in the Fat-Tree
network, our proposed algorithm can improve throughput by
about 28 and 77 percent compared with Presto and RLJD,
respectively. Moreover, HiFi can achieve similar throughput
compared with OPT, which means high effectiveness of our
proposed approximation algorithms.

From these simulation results, we can draw some conclu-
sions. First, from Figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16, when there is no
FTS constraint, HiFi can reduce the number of maximum
flow entries by about 45 and 69 percent compared with
Presto and RLJD, respectively. Accordingly, HiFi decreases
the control overhead by about 40 percent compared with
RLJD. Besides, our proposed algorithm can achieve similar
performance (e.g., load-balancing factor, throughput) com-
pared with RLJD and OPT. Moreover,HiFi can improve net-
work performance by about 38 percent compare with Presto
while using a similar (or less) number of flow entries in a
non-hierarchical network. Second, from Figs. 17, 18, and 19,
when the FTS is limited, our algorithm can improve the
number of controllable flows by about 48 and 97 percent
compared with Presto and RLJD, respectively.

7.3.4 The Impact of Estimation Error

As shown in the end of Section 3.4 (workflow section), when a
timer (e.g., 10min) expires, HiFi needs to estimate the traffic
synopsis (i.e., the number of flows between each source-desti-
nationpair) to determine how to installwildcard entries. Traffic
prediction is an important research issue in the field of routing
optimization and many works have devoted to improve the
prediction accuracy [37], [39], [52], [53], [54], [55]. Due to the
plenty prior works on traffic prediction, the prediction error
has been greatly reduced. For example, the recent work [52]
has evaluated their prediction model on seven traffic datasets
(including three real-world traffic datasets). The results show
that the estimation errors for all seven traffic datasets are less
than 18 percent. In this section,we evaluate the impact of traffic
estimation error on network performance. Though these solu-
tions may have some estimation errors, we find that even with
these traffic estimation errors, our proposed algorithm can still
achieve a satisfactory performance, which has been validated
through the extensive simulations as follows.

We have added two sets of simulations to test the impact
of traffic estimation error on network performance as shown
in Figs. 20 and 21. Specifically, we assume that the actual
number of flows from source u1 to destination u2 is
Nðu1; u2Þ. We simulate the case of X% estimation error as
the predicted number of flows eNðu1; u2Þ from u1 to u2 is
equal to ð1�X%Þ �Nðu1; u2Þ or ð1þX%Þ �Nðu1; u2Þ. We
have compared the network performance under different
prediction errors (i.e., 0, 10, 20 and 40 percent) and the FTS
constraint is by default set as 4,000 on each switch [29]. For
simplicity, we use HIFI-0, HIFI-10, HIFI-20 and HIFI-40 to
denote the estimation errors of 0, 10, 20 and 40 percent,
respectively, in the simulation.

The first set of simulations shows the number of controlla-
ble flows by changing the number of flows in the network. We
claim that the number of controllable flows is only slightly
reduced when the estimation error is less than 20 percent (or
even 40 percent). For example, as shown in the left plot of
Fig. 20, when there are 15 � 104 flows, HIFI-0 (i.e., estimation
error = 0 percent) can control about 15 � 104 flows while the
results of other estimation errors can control 14.6 � 104, 13.9

Fig. 17. No. of controllable flows versus no. of flows with FTS constraint.
Left plot: (a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.

Fig. 18. No. of controllable flows versus no. of flow entries with FTS con-
straint. Left plot: (a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.

Fig. 19. Throughput versus no. of flows with FTS constraint. Left plot:
(a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.

Fig. 20. No. of controllable flows versus no. of flows with FTS constraint.
Left plot: (a) Fat-Tree; right plot: (b) Campus.
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� 104 and 12.9 � 104 flows, respectively. It means that the
result of 10 percent estimation error only reduces the number
of controllable flows by about 3 percent comparedwithHIFI-0.

The second set of simulations presents the network
throughput by changing the number of flows in the net-
work. The results are shown in Fig. 21. We can conclude
that estimation error only has little influence on network
throughput. For example, when there are 18�104 flows in
campus network, HIFI-0 can achieve nearly 65 Gbps
throughput while the results of other estimation errors can
achieve throughput nearly 62 Gbps, 59 Gbps, and 53 Gbps,
respectively. It means that the result of HIFI-10 only reduces
the throughput by about 4 percent compared with HIFI-0.

From the above simulations, we can conclude that the influ-
ence of estimation accuracy on network performance is accept-
able in most situations. One may say that we may cannot lose
control of any required flows in some scenarios (e.g., bank net-
work system as shown in Section 4.5). In this situation, we
assume that each required source-destination pair (i.e., related
with 10 key servers) has at least one flow. In this way, the first
set of inequalities of Eq. (1) can guarantee fine-grained man-
agement for all flows of required source-destination pairs.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have designed HiFi, which provides fine-
grained flow management with a limited number of flow
entries using a novel hybrid (wildcard and exact-match)
rule placement scheme. Several algorithms with bounded
approximation factors have been designed for wildcard
entry installment and exact-match entry installment, respec-
tively. We have implemented HiFi on our commodity SDN
platform, and simulation results have shown the high effi-
ciency and effectiveness of HiFi.
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